### MOUNTAINS!

European mountain range stretching from France to Austria
Common weather in the mountains
The __ Mountains separate western Russia from Siberia
South American mountain range
Many people would love a mountain __ to get away to
Term pertaining to mountainous areas and high elevation
A favorite pastime while visiting mountains __ are large bumps on a ski slope
The top of the mountain
When you stay in the mountains without a building
The tallest mountain in the world
The side of the mountain away from the wind
Mountain where the Greek Gods lived
Mountain range running from Canada to Mexico
A mountain formed by geothermal pressure or material discharge
Mountain __ can be quite different than in the lowlands
Some people can feel ill from the effects of high __
Ascending a mountain with the assistance of a vehicle
The tallest mountain in North America, in Alaska
Mountains are a great place to see wildflowers and __
This is a danger if there is loose snow at high elevations
Protected wildflower of the Swiss and Austrian Alps
The much smaller mountains at the edge of a range or peak
The highest mountain range in Asia and the world
Plate __ form many mountain ranges by shifting the Earth's crust
Famous mountain in eastern Africa
Mountain range near the east coast of the U.S.
Skiing and __ are popular winter activities
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